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Agility is critical as organizations try to keep pace in today’s ever-changing business landscape. Unfortunately, traditional Enterprise 
Agreements (EAs) create a complex software environment with multiple contracts that lead to unpredictable costs, compliance difficulties 
and juggling multiple vendors.

It’s time for a change.
The Cisco® EA is different. It simplifies license management by consolidating multiple subscriptions, renewal dates and partners into one, 
enterprise-wide contract. This three- or five-year EA is available globally and includes Cisco’s fixed pricing guarantee as well as unlimited 
access to new software capabilities.

Plus, you won’t be penalized for over-consumption. Select enrollments within this EA have a built-in growth allowance and all EAs benefit 
from True Forward billing.

True Forward is Cisco’s periodic billing adjustment process that accounts for any over-consumption of products and services during the 
term of the EA. While traditional EAs require a retroactive “true up” each year, this one is different. If your consumption grows, True Forward 
simply revises your payment for the next billing period and that becomes your new amount due for the remainder of the EA’s term.

The benefits
In short, the Cisco EA is:

• Easy to buy: Fixed price guarantee, growth allowance, multi-suite discounts and in-suite offers

• Easy to consume: On-demand deployment, new software capabilities and the True Forward program

• Easy to manage: Full visibility into licenses with EA Workspace and Cisco Smart Account

Enrollments
When you purchase a Cisco EA, you’ll choose from four, main enrollments. An enrollment is a technology architecture or set of products that 
you can buy under a single agreement. Customers can start with just one enrollment and expand as business needs change.

     Available enrollments are:

• Cisco DNA: Automation, assurance and embedded security across the switching, wireless and SD-WAN and routing portfolio
• Data Center: Includes six, core software suites — Data Center Networking, HyperFlex™, Intersight™, CloudCenter, MDS and 

Container Platform (Workload Optimization Manager and AppDynamics® are available as option add-ons.)
• Collaboration: Cisco’s entire meeting and calling experience that includes the Cisco Collaboration Flex Plan
• Security: Tailored access to two or more security product suites
• Meraki (pilot)
• AppDynamics (pilot)

The Cisco 
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Cisco DNA Data Center Collaboration Security Choice Meraki (Pilot) AppD (Pilot)

Switching
Cisco DNA Premier1

Cisco DNA Advantage1

Wireless
Cisco DNA Premier1

Cisco DNA Advantage1

SD-WAN & Routing
Cisco DNA Premier1

Cisco DNA Advantage1

Data Center
Networking

Premier | Advantage

Hyperflex
Premier | Advantage

Intersight
Premier | Advantage

MDS
Premier | Advantage

CloudCenter Suite
(On-prem / SaaS)

Premier | Advantage

Container Platform

Workload
Optimization

(add-on)

AppD
(add-on)

Cisco Collaboration

Flex Plan1
Messaging | Meetings |

Calling

Unified

Communications2

Multiparty2

Customer

Collaboration2

CMS1

NGFW

Cisco AMP for
Endpoints

Cisco Email
Security

Cisco Umbrella

Cisco Cloudlock

Stealthwatch

Cisco ISE

Cisco WSA

Tetration or Taas

Cisco Duo

Network 
Infrastructure

MR | MS | MX | MI | MG

Systems Manager

Camera Systems

Business iQ

App iQ

Hyperscale Platform

Cross-Stack Visibility

Support services
Every Cisco EA enrollment comes with blanket software support that includes 24/7 troubleshooting. For Collaboration and Security 
enrollments, Enhanced and Premium support packages are available that include faster guaranteed response times, adoption services, 
training, analytics and more.

1. Subscription | 2. Perpetual

Enhanced

• 24x7 access to TAC

• 30-minute response time

• Configuration support

• IT onboarding and adoption

• Proactive technical support

• Learning and training

Price: 15% of product list price for
Security and Flex Plan, 20% for

Unified Communications

Basic plus

Premium

• 24x7 access to TAC

• 15-minute response time

• Designated service management

• Customer case analytics

Price: 25% of product list price for
Security and Flex Plan, 24% for

Unified Communications

Enhanced plus

Cisco DNA
Cisco Data Center

Collaboration
Security

Collaboration (FlexPlan and UC) Security
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Cisco EA Workspace
To help manage your Cisco EA, there’s Workspace, an enterprise-wide management tool. The Enterprise Agreement Workspace enables 
CIOs and IT managers to:

• Manage and provision licenses.

• Generate licenses as business needs change.

• Migrate licenses from legacy to new devices.

• Track consumption against entitlements.

The only enrollments that don’t utilize Workspace are the pilot enrollments for Meraki® and AppDynamics, and the Collaboration Flex 
Enrollment, as consumption is tracked in the Subscription User Interface in CCW.

Why Insight for Cisco EA?
At Insight, we use our expertise to help your organization get the most out of its Cisco EA. 

We take the time to identify your unique needs around Cisco, including business objectives, desired outcomes, your current environment 
and challenges, and potential roadblocks. We then create a custom strategy to help you choose the enrollments and terms that are right 
for both your current state and future goals.

Insight EAx Lifecycle Adoption Services Overview

Included

Premium

Insight has unrivaled expertise as a Cisco Gold Partner in the U.S. and the U.K. With Master Specializations in Collaboration, Data Center 
and Hybrid Cloud, Networking and Security, and Advanced Specialization in Customer Experience, rest assured that we’ll guide you through 
the EA process with ease.

We boast a 24-year partnership with Cisco that has resulted in multiple recognitions. In 2019, Insight was named Global Americas Partner of 
the Year, Marketing Partner of the Year and Customer Experience Partner of the Year.
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